1. SawcUT of PAVEMENT SHOULD Be IN A NATURAL SHAPE and BACKFILLED WITH 1' MINIMUM CRUSHED ROCK.
2. STEEL HEADER TO BE INSTALLED PER MANUFACTURER INSTRUCTION AFTER SAWCUT OF PavEMENT SHOULD Be IN A NATURAL SHAPE AND BACKFILLED WITH 1" MINIMUM CRUSHED ROCK.
3. TREE ROOTS SHOULD Be PROTECTED - IF DIGGING FOR PLANTING RESULTS IN DAMAGE TO ROOTS MOUND SOIL RATHER THAN DIG.
4. PLANT MATERIALS SHOULD Be SELECTED FROM SMALLEST SIZE AVAILABLE TO FULL SIZE AND CUT ONLY TO SHAPE TO FIT BEST.
5. Roots SHOULD Be PROTECTED - IF DIGGING FOR PLANTING RESULTS IN DAMAGE TO ROOTS MOUND SOIL RATHER THAN DIG.
6. PLANT MATERIALS SHOULD Be SELECTED FROM SMALLEST SIZE AVAILABLE TO FULL SIZE AND CUT ONLY TO SHAPE TO FIT BEST.